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For retirees,
a chance to go
back to school
BY JODI MlNERVINO

William McBain/The Mirror

Packed house: Students packed into the sold-out Alumni Hall last Saturday night to see Third Eye Blind perform. For more,
see "Semi-Charmed Kind of Night" on p. 7.

FU gears up for spring weekend
BY KELLY SHEEHAN

Spam Jam enters fourth year

Recent events test injunction

Spam Jam, the largest university organized party, is occurring this Saturday from 1 p.m. - 6 p.m. in the townhouse eight,
nine and ten block. This is the event's fourth year.
The party, which is open to juniors and seniors, is organized by Residence Life and Housing along with the Residential
Apartment Student Organization (RASOR) and the University
Townhouse Experience (UNITE).
According to Director of Residence Life
Fran Koerting, in 2000 tensions were building
between permanent beach residents and student
residents. In order to calm the situation and prevent large numbers of students congregating at
the beach during Clam Jam, the university decided to create events and activities on campus.

Since 2001, a temporary injunction has prohibited not only
Lantern Point's notorious Clam Jam but also parties consisting of
more than 250 people.
Nonetheless some students decided to assemble for the "Keg
Races" and the "Forgotten Path" parties during the past two weekends.
Since the temporary injunction was issued,
the Fairfield Police Department has reported there
have been incidents where small numbers of students became intoxicated and disruptive, according to First Selectman Kenneth A. Flatto.
But some Fairfield students say there were
not just small numbers of students at the Point
for the parties.
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Jim Biggs is the most well dressed guy
in class and he always sits in the last row, at
the desk next to the wall.
Students in the American Literature
notice because he never hands in any work
or takes any quizzes. He carries a picture of
his two grandchildren in his wallet.
Biggs is 64.
Since he is a member of the Institute
of Retired Professionals here at Fairfield,
Biggs is allowed to audit one class a year,
this means he gets to be a student who observes the class, without getting credits or
receiving grades.
The Institute is open to all retired
and semi-retired people over 55. The only
requirement for joining is an intellectual
curiosity, according to the Fairfield Handbook.
"I am allowed to study things I didn't
get a chance to in college," Biggs said.
"Reading a book when you're 64 is a lot
different than when you were 19."
He decided to take American Literature
(1920-1960) with Dr. Leo O' Connor, the
two met when O'Connor was teaching at
the University of Massachusetts.
"We've known each other for 30 years,
we played tennis together." O'Connor said.
"I am delighted to have him in class, we
have interesting discussions afterwards."
Biggs graduated from Dartmouth in
1962 as a business major.
"I didn't kill myself in college," he
said.
For a guy who didn't break his back at
Dartmouth, Biggs has done well for himself.
He was the president of the People's Bank in
Connecticut and now enjoys traveling and
playing tennis. In his youth, he played on
the pro U.S. Open Tennis Tour.
"When you retire you get very selfish
with your time," said Biggs. "I spoil myself,
and like to take breaks and travel to warmer
climates. When you don't see me in class,
I'm probably down South."
Students at Fairfield have taken notice
of these men and women who audit their
classes.
"Mr. Biggs is in my English class and
I have had a few other classes that other
people have audited," said Will Yost '06.
"I envy that they get to listen to interesting discussions and don't have to take the
tests."
Biggs has had a long association with
Fairfield, and he served on the University
Board of Trustees in the 1990's. He said that
he has noticed a very steady and consistent
improvement in requirements for admission
to the school, compared to the standards in
SEE "BIGGS" ON P.
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Green lawns on campus have their own health care plan
BY TARA TOULOUMIS

Sprawling green hills, lush
fields, and budding foliage are
definitive features of Fairfield
University's campus. However,
the greenery that surrounds students makes some question the
means necessary to achieve such
lushness.
"Fairfield's campus is almost
too green," said Meghanne Malinowski '06. "I wouldn't doubt
that they use heavy amounts of
chemicals".
"With the large portion of
land Fairfield has to maintain, I'm
sure pesticides and other chemicals
are used," said Katie O'Neill '06.
" I wonder what they spray."
But Fairfield officials assure
that reliability on chemicals is
minimal, and instead, safer, more
organized methods of lawn care
are standard.
"You won't find any Lawn
Doctor here," said Ted Hunyadi,
director of campus operations.
Rather than relying on one single
method of pest control and lawn
care, Hunyadi said that Fairfield's
goal is to "keep things balanced."
Also, the university abides
by an Integrated Pest Management (IPM) plan that combines

several different components into
overall lawn care. According to
the written report, the primary goal
of Fairfield's IPM is to "reduce the
amount of turf management products applied to the turn grass environments within Hopkins Pond" as
well as utilize "alternate methods
of pest control."
"The IPM approach is an
effective way to control insects
and diseases," said Professor
Raymond Poincelot, an expert on
environmentally sound lawns and
horticulture. "It is environmentally better than the conventional
approach, which uses only chemicals. IPM uses a mix of natural
and biological products and only
uses chemical when absolutely
necessary."
Various methods are combined to encompass an IPM,
ranging from turfgrass selection
to organic composting. Fairfield
uses rye-grass instead of conventional blue-grass because it stays
greener for longer periods of time
and requires less maintenance.
Mike Walsh, Fairfield University's IPM manager, is the one who
must decide whether to spray any
additional pesticides.
"[In the past], we used to blast
chemicals on the lawns, but with

Contributi

Green grass: Campus operations do not rely on harmful pesticides while maintaining green lawns.
our current IPM program, it's more
of an eyes open, look around, and
see what needs to be used," said
Walsh. "I view pesticides as a
tool rather than poison. It's like
medicine for plants.
Walsh also assures that no
harmful chemicals are used, citing the most popular chemical
used is Merit (impidacloprid)
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Tuesday, April 20
5:10 p.m. - A two man slingshot was
confiscated after students were
found shooting water balloons at
passerby's on the quad.
Friday, April 23
12:58 a.m. - A complaint was received
against the driver of Fairfield Taxi
Cab for driving erratically.
April 24, Saturday
12:08 a.m. - Spectators on the rugby

field reported the smell of propane
gas. The origin was determined and
problem rectified.
10:56 p.m. - A Claver window was
smashed out at the East entrance.
Sunday, April 25
7:11 p.m. - Fireworks were dischamged
at the townhouses
Monday, April 26th
10:43 a.m. -There was a power failure. A
transformer went out on Black Rock
Turnpike.

CORRECTIONS
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of
any errors, please call Editor In Chief Ethan Fry at x6529.

AD REPRESENTATIVE: Keith Lennon

HOW TO CONTACT US:
Phone number: (203) 256-6600
Advertising: (203) 256-6594
Editor-in-Chief: (203) 256-6529
E-mail address: themirror@stagweb.rairfield.edu

said Hunyadi.
Still, there is an organic alternative that may be safer for surrounding wildlife and the Sound,
according to Poincelot.
"A properly managed lawn
care organic program can be very
effective for insect and disease
control [and] it is environmentally
safe," he said.

CAMPUS CRIME BEAT

The

Ethan L. Fry
EDITOR IN CHIEF

and is less toxic than table salts,
Due to the state's strict documentation policy of all substances applied to the laWns, Fairfield
University must stay within the
legal limits set by state and town
mandated regulations.
"Both outside contractors
abide by the IPM, as well as everyone inside [campus operations],"

Mail: Box AA, Fairfield University
Offices: Located in room 104 of
the Barone Campus Center
Meetings: Thursday nights at 6 PM
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Ted Kennedy Jr. focuses on ability, not disability
BY MEG MAHONEY

The real disability is American society's
perspective on those who have physical or
mental disabilities, according to Ted Kennedy Jr, an advocate for the civil rights of
people with disabilities, in the Open Visions Forum Lecture last night at Fairfield
University.
Kennedy has devoted his life to studying, fighting for, supporting and helping the
disabled in terms of the law, environmental
and medicine. However, he knows there is
still a long road ahead.
"The history of disabilities has been
one of ignorance and fear," said Kennedy.
"By previously institutionalizing disabled
people, it implied that there is something
inherently wrong with them."
Kennedy spoke of the fact that a common misconception in society is if you have
a disability, you are not capable of leading a
full life. In fact, he used to be one of those
people until he lost his leg to cancer at age
12.
"I had an idea that having a disability
was worse than living at all," he said. "I was
a product of the myth that today I am trying
to debunk."
In fact, the myth is so prevalent that
discrimination against disabled people is
rampant with little legal recourse available
until recently. According to Kennedy, 70
percent of disabled people who are willing
and able to work cannot find jobs.
"Disabled people do not want to be felt
sorry for," Kennedy said. "They want equal
rights and equal opportunities."
The movement for equality and rights
for people with disabilities is modeled af-

Contributed Photo

Fighting discrimination: Ted Kennedy Jr. spoke at the Quick Center last Wednesday.
ter the civil rights movement of the 1960s.
One of the first legislations passed was the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 which stated
that a person could not be denied federal
assistance or funding exclusively because
they had a disability.
In addition, it was not until 1975 that
children with disabilities were guaranteed
the same free and equal education that
their able-bodied peers received, according

to Kennedy.
The Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990 also guarantees the rights of those
people with mental, physical or emotional
disabilities and forbids the discrimination against people exclusively for those
reasons.
While the disabilities movement has
made strong headway with the aforementioned legislations and in architectural

advances such as ramps, curb cuts and
elevators, there has not been as much
success concerning job opportunities for
disabled people.
"So much of this society hinges upon
what you do for a living," said Kennedy.
"This creates a problem in society's perspective of the person's disability."
People with disabilities have lower
self-esteem, graduate high school at a
significantly lower rate and are less likely
to have social lives than their able-bodied
peers, according to Kennedy. This may have
much to do with the fact that many disabled
people cannot find work due to characteristics beyond their control.
Disabilities don't discriminate. They affect everyone from black, white, young, old,
rich to the poor. One of Kennedy's goals is
for society to realize this and change the way
they treat, think of and categorize people
with disabilities.
"Instead of looking at what people
can't do," said Kennedy. "We should
measure them by what they can do with
assistance."
Many students were very intrigued and
motivated by what they learned during the
lecture.
"I thought Mr. Kennedy was an excellent speaker, entertaining and funny,"
said Christina Palladino '04. "He was very
insightful about healthcare in our country
and made me want to give back."
Caitlin Callaghan '04 felt even more
strongly about the speaker. "I thought Mr.
Kennedy's speech was very inspiring. He
encouraged me to work someday for a cause
that I feel very strongly about."

To win scholarships, student-athletes need to win games
BY MIKE THEILE

The Fairfield University
Athletic Department has an easy
way of determining which teams it
expects to contend for conference
titles: if they receive scholarships,
they are expected to compete for a
national title.
"We are disappointed when
the Tier 1 and 2 sports are not
playing in the postseason," said
Eugene Doris, the school's athletic
director. "The other sports are not
expected to win their conferences,
but we do expect them to be competitive."
This system of Tiers, to
categorize the different sports, is
the key to understanding sports at
this school. Tier 1 is a fully funded
program, like Fairfield men's and
woman's basketball programs, the
only Tier 1 sports at Fairfield. The
men get 13 full scholarships each
year and the woman get 15.
There are also Tier 2 sports,
which are programs that are threefourths funded, meaning most of
the team receive athletic grants.
Men's and woman's soccer, men's
lacrosse, and woman's volleyball
are in this category.

"We expect these teams to
compete at a national level," said
Doris. "And the coach's job can
be in jeopardy if the team is not at
this level."
At this level, Fairfield athletes
say they feel the pressure placed on
them to perform well.
"I think there is added expectation to win for teams with
scholarships," said Lindsey Sampson '04, student athlete advisory
committee president and member
of the Tier 2 woman's soccer team.
"It's never stated that we have to
win, but I feel it is implied."
She added, "I think some
athletes feel the pressure because
the school has supported them with
financial backing and they want to
perform their best."
Other players on teams with
scholarships may not feel there are
expectations for them.
"I don't feel there is added
pressure to win," said Keith
Griffin'04, member of the men's
lacrosse team. "If anything we
feel more confident in our recruiting and that we'll be able to get the
players we want because we have
scholarships to give."
Sports can also move from

different levels. In recent years,
the athletic department has decided to place an emphasis on
men's lacrosse and woman's volleyball, and moved these sports up
to Tier 2.
But then there are the Tier 3
and 4 sports, who get partial tuition
costs covered.
"These teams do not have to
win, but we expect them to compete
without scholarships," said Doris.
"Even without scholarships,
we feel we can bring in good players because of the school, coaches,
and great venue of Fairfield," he
added.
Doris also said that the athletic department works well with
admissions and financial aid, in
order to bring student athletes
into the school.
"The Athletic Center does all
the awarding of athletic grants,"
said Eric Chiaro, interim director
of financial aid.
"The athletic department
comes to us if they have a prospective student athlete that needs
financial aid in order to come to
Fairfield," he said. "Athletes go
through same process of other
students for financial aid, and we

Chris Zeitz/The Mirror

Eugene Doris: Athletic Director
are willing to give any help we
can."
Athletes who are not on scholarship still feel the pressure to win,
just like any otb ;r team.
"I think that if we at least had
one or two scholarships available
to us it would level the playing
field," said Andrea Suriano '04,
member of the woman's tennis
team, a Tier 4 sport.
"We are going up against
schools that have international
players and even though we have

proved that we don't need scholarships to win a championship
it would definitely make things
easier," she said.
This past Sunday, the
woman's tennis team captured
the MAAC championship and
now they will be heading to
nationals.
"We all dedicate the same
amount of time and energy to the
athletics program, regardless of
which sport we play," said Suriano. "And the hard work has
paid off, and we can't wait for
NCAA's."
Other players say they understand and are willing to make the
best of what they have.
"Obviously there is a clear
advantage for some teams due to
available scholarships," said John
Fernando '07, a member of the
men's tennis team.
"But at the same time, I'm
very proud of the team's accomplishments this year. We worked
hard all season because we wanted
to, not because we had to," he
added.
"Scholarships or not, hopefully we can keep making some
noise in the MAAC."
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Students show support for Kerry Biggs: Education a key
BY ANDY SILVA

(U-WIRE) - Sen. John F. Kerry (DMass.) holds a 10 point lead over President
George W. Bush among college students,
according to a recent national poll conducted
by the Harvard Institute of Politics (IOP).
IOP member Caitlin Monahan, a Harvard sophomore who worked on the poll,
said support for Kerry is less a confirmation
of his ideas or what he has said, but rather a
condemnation of Bush and his policies.
"It's more of a no vote for Bush than a
yes vote for Kerry," Monahan said.
The poll shows Kerry ahead of Bush
with 48 percent compared to Bush's 38
percent, which is a change from the IOP's
fall poll which found college students to be
more satisfied than the general public with
Bush's performance. IOP Director Dan
Glickman said in a press release that a few
factors have influenced Bush's approval
ratings with college students.
"Concern over the war in Iraq and
weakness in the job market have caught
up with President Bush," he said. "College
students now share the general public's more
mixed view of the president and Sen. Kerry

is benefiting from that shift."
University of Connecticut Center for
Survey Research and Analysis Director
Dr. Ken Dautrich said last week that Kerry
would benefit from getting the youth vote
out in the election.
"Certainly younger people would be
more receptive to the messages Kerry is
sending," Dautrich said. "Younger people
tend to be more liberal, more anti-war in
Iraq, more concerned about jobs. All those
things add up to Kerry benefiting from a
higher youth turnout."
Even though the traditional perception
is that college campuses are liberal, Monahan said another thing the poll uncovered
is the traditional tags of liberal and conservative do not fit today's college students.
According to the poll, under a new system
developed by the IOP for grouping students
based on 11 key questions, only 32 percent
could be identified as traditional liberals
and only 16 percent could be identified as
traditional conservatives.
"There is a huge rise in the number
of students who do not fall along the traditional conservative and liberal lines,"
Monahan said.

to staying youthfal
CONTINUED FROM P.
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place 25 years ago.
"Students here are smart. They don't
need a lot of advice. Kids mostly want to
talk to someone they can trust, and who can
be objective," said Biggs, who is currently
volunteering at the Dolan School of Business as a mentor on the Advancement Board
to help guide students.
Taking classes now allows Biggs to
continue his learning and he is amazed
at the things he has learned just sitting in
class and listening to the students. He is
also impressed by the quality of classroom
discussions he has heard.
Philosophy and poetry are two subjects

that Biggs would like to know more about.
"I like listening to students. Back when
I was in school, women were thinking about
marriage and families first," he said.
As an older person who is among
younger students, Biggs would like students
to realize that learning doesn't stop when
your career ends:
"Once you stop learning, you start
dying. Retirement is just redirecting your
energies."
Looking for more Mirror?
Head to The Mirror Online for online
exclusives and other cool content that
just can't fit into this inch of space.
New content published on
Mondays and Thursdays!
www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Attention Seniors!
Moving to Stamford, Norwalk area?
Call Denise Doonan '97 for all your
Rental & Sales needs.
William Pitt Real Estate

House for Rent
Beach Area / Furnished / 3 Bedroom
2 Full Bath's, New Appliances, 2 Washers
/ 2 Dryers, Off Street Parking
(203) 395-6671 or (203) 254-7739
'

(203)363-7142
Florida only $69 one way tax inc.
Mexico/Caribbean $125 each way
tax inc. Europe $169 one way. Other
worldwide destinations cheap. Book
on-line www.airtech.com or (212) 2197000.
Looking for a job?
Want to gain experience?
Join In-Site Search located in
Westport, Connecticut.
Currently offering present/summer
internships to college students
Freshmen, Sophomores, and Juniors
are encouraged to take up on this
opportunity. Good pay, flexible hours,
great experience. If interested,
contact Steve Ozyck
at sozyck@insitesearch.com
(203) 222- 2222 x 3
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Marketing Agency Seeks High Energy,
Responsible Individuals for Promotional
Events. $15.00 Dollars Per Hour. Must
Have Own Vehicle. Call : 1-888-477-6668
www.HausPromotions.com
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Fairfield special: Purchase a large at regular price, get your choice
of a free order of cheesy bread, Cinna Stix, or Bread Sticks!

Sports Teams
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with
a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our free programs
make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so
get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com
RUBB Natural Bath & Beauty seeks
part-time sales associates for all shifts in
Westport. Call David at 203-273-5995 or
e-mail us at info@rubbnatural.com.

Summer Fun...Summer $$
Join our team....Advanced Placement is •
looking for individuals seeking summer
employment as well as grads. Office
experience helpful, Microsoft Office skills
a must! Positions available in Fairfield
and New Haven counties.
Temporary and Permanent Division
58 River St. Milford, CT 06460
(203)878-9392 (800)771-9392
Fax: (203)878-9936
E-Mail: info@apinc.com
www.apinc.com
20 hrs per week cold/warm calling to
schedule appointments for Financial
Services Broker. $13/hr+, eves pref,
but flexible. Must have excellent phone
skills & sales background. Fabulous
opp to learn financial services biz. Fax/
email resumes to Cathy Gorman, CPC,
Cathy@apinc.com. Fax number 203-8789936
Computers repaired & upgraded.
Hardware & software improvements.
$40/hr. Pick-up & delivery provided. Bob
- 255-6692.

MOVIE EXTRA'S /
MODELS NEEDED
Local & Statewide Productions
No Exp. Req'd, All Looks & Ages
Minor & Major Roles Avail.
EARN UP TO $300 / DAY
1-800-818-7520

Place a classified ad for as low as $15 for 20 words!
Call Josh or Keith at (203) 256-6594 for more information.
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Take it but leave it: Sodexho policy bags students
BY ERIN KENNEDY

$3,800 goes to your meal plan
but "all-you-can-eat" only applies
within Barone's cafeteria walls, as
two students recently found out.
Allie Mattessich '07 and Kim
Czarnecki '07 were written up for
stealing food from Barone. Apparently, anyone that has taken a piece
of fruit or grabbed a quick bagel
between classes are also guilty.
"Once you swipe your card,
you can eat all day long, but once
you leave the cafe, you're technically not supposed to have food,"
said a Sodexho representative who
requested his name not be used.
He added, "if you have a small
piece of fruit or a half a bagel when
you're leaving, we let that slide,
but people have been known to
bring Tupperware and fill it up."
Sodexho's policy is stated on
a large poster at the entrance of the
dining hall.
Part of the policy states,
"Food, dishes or utensils MAY
NOT BE removed from the dining hall."
Card-swiper Lourdes Leon
said, "It is our job to enforce the
rules posted right when you walk
in but it's not really our job to
watch out and stop people from
taking food —it's more of the

management's job."
Mattessich and Czarnecki
were about to get on a twohour bus ride leaving for the
MAAC tournament in Albany
on March 1 when they decided
to grab a quick breakfast for
the road.
Mattessich filled a cup of
cereal and another with raisins.
Czarnecki toasted a bagel with
cream cheese and got a couple
of bananas.
Upon sitting down, Mattessich noticed a man apparently telling the person swiping
cards to "watch them."
"He actually pointed at
us," said Mattessich.
Shortly after, -they put the
bananas in their bag and got
ready to leave. The man approached them and asked to
see what was in the bag and
their ID cards.
After explaining that they
were taking food for a long bus Sodexho policy: "All-you-can-eat" plan only within Barone walls as two students recently learned.
ride to Albany, he said it didn't
matter and wrote them up.
fact that it is a judicial issue.
If Mattessich and Czarnecki amount of food is taken [to deterThe girls managed to get the
They haven't received any receive notification of disciplinary mine the punishment]," said Sayer.
bagel and cereal out of the cafete- notice as of yet. According to both action, they will be sent to judi- "My advice is to just abide by the
ria but not before being told that Sodexo and university policy, as cial where they would simply go policies outlined in the handbook
they would hear from the Assistant written in the student handbook, through a "learning experience," and by the dining hall because juVice President of Student Services, removal of food from Barone is said Jennifer Sayer, the assistant dicial action can be taken out but
Jim Fitzpatrick, who refused to forbidden, despite the fact that you director for judicial affairs.
for the most part, the dining hall
comment on the matter, due to the technically did buy that food.
"It all depends on what level or kind of rules themselves." -
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Black 47 to play the quad
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

FUS A also plans a major event for Saturday evening each year to keep students
from attending beach parties. This year,
Black 47 will appear on the quad at 8 p.m.
"Spam Jam has a wonderful atmosphere. Everyone enjoys the opportunity to
get together with all the juniors and seniors
and relax before finals begin," said Koerting. "They love the event, and are always
appreciative."
According to Koerting, Spam Jam's first
year was difficult because students didn't
understand that the university policies and
state laws still applied to the party and that
underclassmen were not allowed to attend.
Now IRHG plans "May Day" on the
quad during the same time as Spam Jam
for underclassmen. The event lasts from
1 p.m. - 6 p.m., and this year will feature
outdoor dining, turbo tubs, a moon bounce,
fortune reader, bungee jump and a laser tag
environment. Koerting said Spam Jam now
runs very smoothly.
Security, RHCs and townhouse and
apartment managers will be on duty at Spam
Jam and May Day to ensure residents and
guests are abiding by university policies. All
upperclassmen and outside guests attending
Spam Jam are required to wear wristbands,
which can be purchased Thurday, Friday or

Saturday from Residence Life or townhouse
and apartment managers.
All students must carry their university IDs and guests must carry two forms
of identification.
Townhouses may not have more than 24
people in them and kegs may not be tapped
before 8 p.m. They then may only be tapped
if registered with the Residence Life and
Housing Office. Students are also asked to
keep music and noise from townhouses to
a minimum.
Any house in violation of these policies
will be fined $500 and will risk the loss of
independent housing next year or being
prevented from walking at graduation and
enjoying Senior Week activities.
Because of the many events taking place
on campus Saturday, parking and road access
will be limited. Students are encouraged to
park at Dolan Hall for the festivities.
"Students really enjoy the events, and
there is no need to be socializing at the
beach instead of participating in the events
on campus," said Koerting.
One student agreed that Spam Jam
should be a "blast" this year.
"Clam Jam is just a name," said Jeff
Holland '04. "I guarantee that fun times will
be had this weekend at Spam Jam. I think it
will be a mixture of dry events and events
that are geared to those who want to drink.
I'm looking forward to Black 47."

intrigue

a hair salon
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Flatto: situation has improved
since injunction was issued
CONTINUED FROM P.

Some estimated there were hundreds
of students around the greater beach area
throughout the day.
According to an attorney for beach
residents, Joel Z. Green, he has heard from
a variety of people in the beach community
about the weekends' events and is still in
the process of compiling and reviewing the
information.
The temporary injunction against Clam
Jam and other large parties states: "The
court has heard the plaintiffs and other
witnesses describe the noise level and the
level and frequency of intoxication evident
in students who wander off Lantern Point
property, stumbling, falling, carrying each
other, urinating and vomiting upon the
properties of the plaintiffs."
According to Green, the problems have
not completely abated.
"Unfortunately, there are still a few
people who don't understand or don't seem
to care about the impact of their actions on
the entire beach community... I think that
it's a shame particularly for those students
who do not understand the true consequences of these acts," said Green.
The temporary injunction is still in
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effect while the plaintiffs are ready with a
great deal of evidence to present to the court
in order to obtain a permanent injunction.
"Regrettably, it is clear that there are
those in the university community who
haven't recognized that events such as
those which occurred this past weekend
and which may occur over the next few
weeks may tend to show that more restrictive measures may indeed be necessary in
the permanent order," said Green.
But Green also noted that the effectiveness of the temporary injunction would
"certainly" be considered in the courts to
create a permanent order. Although events
are no longer attracting over 250 people,
they are not attracting 4000 like they used
to.
Flatto agreed that the situation has
improved since the temporary injunction
was issued.
"For the most part, student activities
and behavior have been more positive and
better controlled," said Flatto. "I believe
FUSA's efforts to bring more social activities on campus have been a major factor
in improving the social activities at the
university."
Students are advised to attend events
organized by the university this weekend,
including Spam Jam and May Day.

Linda Liefland, Ph.D. t?
i i QJ
Clinical Psychologist
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How's it gonna be?: Band members (from left to right) Tony Fredianelli (guitar), Brad Hargreaves (drums), Stephan Jenkins (vocals) and Arion Salazar (bass) play to a sold-out
crowd in Alumni Hall last Saturday.

BY BRIAN LYNCH

In the past, Third Eye Blind has rocked
out at Pepperdine and Bucknell; on Saturday, it was Fairfield's turn.
Like most Fairfield students attending the Third Eye Blind concert, I went in
with moderate expectations and about an
eighth of their set list in my head. By the
end of the set, those moderate expectations
had been rocked by a quality show and a
confident lead singer. I most definitely left
with at least another song or two in the old
memory bank.
The opening band, Big Boned, described themselves pretty well as the "local
guys." They did their best to warm up an
anxious crowd that had been waiting pretty
impatiently for a good show.
"They weren't that good, all their songs
sounded exactly the same," said Alicia Cuttonaro '06. However, they deserve some
props for having well-written songs and a
good sound, but you knew the second Third
Eye Blind stepped on stage (after about
thirty-odd minutes of sound problems) that
they were the band to watch.

Since their formation in the mid-90s,
Third Eye Blind has pumped out two
albums full of catchy rock tunes - their
incredibly successful self-titled debut and
their sophomore album, "Blue". This year,
Third Eye Blind packed up their equipment
to tour to promote their third album, "Out of
the Vein", which marks an attempt on their
part to reunite with the spirit that drove their
first album.
They opened up with a few fierce numbers before the crowd really got into it. "I
think we're gonna have some f—ing fun
tonight," said frontman Stephan Jenkins.
The rest of the night was enjoyable,
with a mix of old and new songs, with notables such as "Slow Motion" which, for
all its offensive trappings, was pretty damn
catchy, "Crystal Bailer" (off their new album), and "Graduate".
For those of you that didn't go, they
played their big hits as well - including
"Jumper" and "How's It Gonna Be", during which one Fairfield student jumped on
stage to play acoustic for the band while
Jenkins focused on his singing. I thought
it was a pity they cut off his sound -1 per-

sonally would have liked to hear one of our
own actually jam with the band, instead of
suffering the guitar equivalent of mouthing
the words onstage.
Shortly after, Jenkins went into a long
set of solo songs.
"I thought it was great because they
played some originals, including 'Slow
Motion', which is a song I really like...he
didn't mess up on any of the three songs,
and I thought it was perfect," said Matt
Scalora '07.
But the rockin' wasn't done yet. They
marched back on stage after an hour and
fifteen minute set to perform a short encore,
playing, you guessed it, "Semi-Charmed
Kind of Life". The crowd went ballistic
as soon as that trademark pseudo-scatting
and signature guitar riff began to echo
from the speakers, and people who weren't
previously moving a muscle were jumping
around like maniacs.
"I hope you all, at least once, experience the joy.... Of having little red panties
thrown at you," Jenkins yelled to the crowd
after performing the favorite.
They closed up the show (for good

this time) with a classic off their first
album, "God of Wine".
"The encore was great, but they
played an additional song the night that
they started the tour, and I would have
liked to hear them play it," said Scalora.
He had some complaints, however.
"The acoustics of Alumni Hall are
horrible; they should have held it in the
quad instead," Scalora said. "Also, their
set-up crew seemed unprofessional, and
when one of Tony Fredianelli's effects
pedals malfunctioned, they weren't able
to fix it. I could understand that, if I
were performing onstage and everything
weren't set up properly, I'd be mad at my
guitar tech, too."
Still, the sold-out concert was largely
successful. There was some definite
energy in the crowd, but the show wasn't
jump-in-your-seat good (one look at the
bleachers would've told you that much).
As Cuttonaro noted, "I'm not a huge Third
Eye Blind fan, but after seeing them in
concert, I have a huge new found respect
for them."
Kudos to FUSA for getting a good
band this year: let's hope they keep it up.

Students channel creativity at Media Center
BY BRYNNE FORMATO

Kristen Coleman '06 and Rob Grazynski '07 are standing around Studio A, talking with a handful of other HAM Channel
members. It's Tuesday night and that means
the weekly HAM Channel meeting and live
taping of "Into It", a show that discusses
various current events.
Down the hall, there is a non-linear

editing suite where students can work on
projects, post-production editing and other
miscellaneous activities.
Next door is AMES (Academic Media
Equipment Service), where there are many
cameras and other pieces of equipment
available for student and classroom use.
Farther down the hall on the right,
graduate student Jim Finnegan places all the
movies we watch and the student shows on

the air. In this room, called the 'head end,"
tapes can also be dubbed.
Welcome to the fast-paced, high tension, rarely dull world of the Media Center.
For those of you who thought that Xavier
was only full of Fairfield Prep boys, the
HAM Channel, RCADE and various other
resources are located there and exist for the
benefit of Fairfield University students.
After the "head end" is the RCADE

Digital Imaging Lab, or Resource for Advanced Digital Exploration. In this studio
students can learn many different skills such
as basic graphic design, video editing, basic
web design and brochure creating. Each
workshop is roughly two hours long and
totally free.
SEE "MEDIA" P.
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Watchin' the game, havin' a beer: Fairfield students enjoy a Tuesday night beverage at the Levee.

Drove my Chevy to the Levee...
BY TARA TOULOTJMIS

Merely a stroll away and with no deS>ignated driver required, Fairfield's newest
hotspot is right here on campus.
"The Levee is a great venue because it's
a good size and it's in a good location," said
Caty Marzi '06, program director for WVOF.
"Being that it is on campus, students have easy
access to it."
With the steadily increasing popularity of
events this past year, including a Superbowl
party, Halloween celebration, Improv performances and the Black 47 concert, the Levee is
starting to boast sizable student turnouts.
Kristine Poplawski '04, marketing director of WVOF, believes that the Levee's
location on campus is the biggest factor in its
success as a venue.
"It's a good venue because it is [a place
where] clubs congregate together somewhere
central on campus," she said.
"Also, it's good when you want to get
the whole school together for things like Halloween and Super Bowl, where most people
are looking for something to do anyhow,"
she said.
Concerts, including Ted Leo and the
Pharmacists, Black 47 and Highland Rovers
are among the most popular events, attracting
hoards of students. Many in attendance at
these shows were pleasantly surprised.
"The Black 47 concert I went to was a
lot of fun," said Melissa Nowicki '04. "I was
actually shocked that the Levee had a line out
the door. Any other night you walk in, and
it's the bartenders and their friends who keep
them company."
The massive crowds at these events have
required the Levee to staff extra bartenders
on concert nights. Even these bartenders are
surprised by the student interest in Levee
events.
"We always need three to four bartenders

on concert nights," said bartender Mike Conti
'04,: "ThedHighlafld Rovers are-alwaysspopu-*
lar when they perform here, [and] I think they
were more popular this year at the Levee than
they were in the campus center. Also, Black
47 was big. People were waiting in line for
that one, and I've never seen that before."
Some shocked students are even being turned down at the door due to lack of
space. Erin Daly '06 arrived a little too late
for the Black 47 concert and was forced to
turn around.
"A bunch of my friends wanted to go
to the concert," she said. "They had heard
[the band] before and wanted to see them.
We were really surprised at the crowd and
couldn't believe we couldn't get inside."
The Levee hasn't always been the locale
of choice. In past years, it has been viewed
more as a hangout for upperclassmen than a
place for the entire campus to gather.
"I could count on one hand the number of
times I went to the Levee at night during my
four years here," said alum Todd Wagner '03.
"Senior year, I went there only when there was
a celebration, like senior mug night or Super
Bowl, because there was free food, but on a
Thursday, Friday or Saturday night was it my
first choice? No."
Based on this year's remarkable turnout
at concerts and shows, WVOF plans to continue hosting events at the Levee.
"The Levee hasn't presented any problems for me," said Marzi. "The events there
that I have worked on ... went overwhelmingly smoothly. On campus events are just
easier to get to and are free for students, which
is always an incentive."
And students are craving more.
"I had a blast at the Black 47 concert,"
said Teig Lynster '05. "That was an incredible
night, and that's how I'd love to see the Levee
more often, just everybody having a good time
and hanging around."
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The workshops can handle a maximum of
15 students, according to RCADE Coordinator John Ur. However, workshops will be cancelled if fewer than three students sign up.
Although RCADE is an acronym, it
is pronounced like "arcade," as in video
arcade.
"It's sort of a play on words which fits
our slogan 'Come Play!' said Ur. "These
facilities are here for your experimentation
and exploration.
Even if you don't want to become a web
designer or graphic designer or video editor, [the facilities are] fun to play with and
understand."
At the nearby HAM Channel, becoming
a member does not necessarily mean getting
behind a camera right away.
"You can do anything," said Grazynski.
"You could just hang out and sit around. You
could do the camera, graphics, audio, host."
Fellow HAM Channel member and producer Coleman agreed.
"Whatever aspect of television you're
interested in, whether it is hosting, producing, editing, marketing, etc., there is something you can do at The HAM Channel," said
Coleman. "Even if you just want to talk about
a movie you saw or a band you like you can
come be on a show and talk about it. There
are so many options and it's great that any
f<*" ■ A
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offers students a glimpse into the world of television
student, no matter what year you're in, can
get really involved."
The HAM Channel is always looking
for new people to join the 60 or so students
already involved.
This semester there are two new clubs
have been created to draw more people to
The HAM Channel: The Television Writer's
club (for students who wish to write sketches
and skits) and an On-Air Talent club (for
students who want to be hosts and actors on
HAM Channel shows).
"It is kind of disappointing that there are
a lot of people not aware of what the HAM
Channel does," said Coleman. "Most people
probably think you need prior experience in
production to get involved, which isn't true.
Everyone in the club works together and
through that process you really learn how everything works. A lot of people probably think
that it's all involved behind the scenes."
The HAM Channel is heavily into marketing this semester, with flyers, e-mails, and
even faux package slips, that urge students to
join the prospering club.Some of the shows
on The HAM Channel are conceived and executed by the HAM 1 class taught by Media
Center director Father Jim Mayzik.
The shows developed by the Ham 1, as
well as the shows done by others at the Ham
Channel run the gamut from Fairfield Cribs
(a tour of Fairfield living areas), Singled Out
Stag Style (a Fairfield spin on everyone's fa-

vorite dating show), Cutting Room Floor (a
movie review show), Something in General,
The Morning Show, and At The Buzzer (a
sports show).
"I would love to see more people involved in the HAM Channel next year," said
Coleman. "Hopefully, with the creation of
the Writing club and the On-Air club, more
people will get involved."
Like its Media Center neighbor, RCADE
urges students to get involved and take advantage of the workshops offered.
"The best thing about RCADE is that it's
all free," said Ur. "If our instructors were to
do freelance training for companies or individuals, they might get paid between $50 and
$ 100 an hour or more. Student tuition money
helps to support this program and keeps our
computers and programs up to date so that
students can learn all of the latest skills."
. When entering the Media Center, a sign
announces its goal: "To produce, aid, and
encourage creation of the beautiful and the
true." This quote embodies all the components of the Media Center, which provides
workshops, television and computer skills, as
well as production, editing, acting and on-air
hosting. The HAM Channel and RCADE offer experience, education and entertainment to
Fairfield students, not to mention fun.
"I know we're all the way up in Xavier,"
said Coleman. "But I think it's well worth
the walk."

Carleigh Brower/The Mirror

Hammin' it up: Students work behind the scenes of "Into It Live" in the editing room of
RCADE.
!
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DEEP FRYED
ETHAN FRY

Lessons learned
after 4 years at FU
During an activity in the Ignatian
Residential College last year, I was
asked to write down what some of
the biggest events of my life were and why.
For better or worse, here's my Fairfield University edition:
October, 2000: My Introduction to
American Politics class (taught admirably
by Dr. John Orman) holds a mock election,
and I role-play as Ralph Nader.
After a surprise drug decriminalization
plan sparks an election-day swing in which
the state of California was swept by the
Green Party, the ensuing deadlock in the
House of Representatives was broken by a
Henry Clayesque corrupt bargain in which
Nader took the White House.
Greg Riordan and Bob McGee, who
played the fourth estate, wer,e flabbergasted.
December, 2000:1 attend my first Mirror Christmas party. Professional wrestling
is discussed at length.
March, 2001: The Department of
Residence Life here decides to make me
a resident assistant. Three years of community-developing ensues.
Spring semester, 2002:1 take Introduction to Philosophy, taught by Dr. King Dykeman, and never once get sent to the library
to "look up a guy's dates".
March, 2002-February 2003: I have
a turbulent, on and off relationship with a
young woman, during which I make several
mistakes from which I fail to learn.
April, 2002:1 become managing editor
of The Mirror. More pay and less work?
Hooray for the Peter Principle! I immediately decide that journalism really is the best
profession for me.
October, 2002: The first Ignatian Residential College "Magis Retreat". It changed
my life forever, seriously.
December, 2002: I attend my third
Mirror Christmas party. Never has being a
designated driver been more entertaining.
March, 2003-April, 2004: Another
turbulent, on and off relationship with a
young woman. Still haven't learned from
those mistakes!
December, 2003: That's right, I attend
my fourth Mirror Christmas party. Glug
glugWhat have I learned from all of these
important moments?
Well, first off, I definitely have a lot of
St. Augustinian "do it now, regret it later"
moments in my life.
Second, I understand next to nothing
about young women.
And third, despite all the griping about
the food at Barone, the cloak and dagger
administration, the pot-holes and speed
bumps, the tomfoolery of FUSA and the
lack of parking, Fairfield still is a place
that's worth borrowing thousands of dollars of money to go to.

Students spring for weekend fan
scary carnival rides in the quad. But that is
not all. This year Black 47, who previously
played at the Levee in February, will play
in the Quad and again Fairfield guys will
compete for the prestigious title of "Mr.
Fairfield". There is also the Rock and Jock
Charity Softball game on Thursday.
When it comes to this highly anticipated
weekend, Fairfield students have mixed sen-

"I don't think it [Spam Jam] caters to
the entire university, it creates a dividing line
between underclassmen and upperclassmen
April showers bring May flowers, and
since it is so strict, I know schools like QuinSpring Weekends!
nipiac
have everyone participate in May
For Fairfield students, last weekend was
weekend,"
said Fitzpatrick. "So I guess it's
our spring concert, Third Eye Blind. Ok,
fun if you are a senior or a junior, but as an
UConn had Ludacris and Kanye West but
underclassman you have like the ferris wheel
really how are we going to compare with
a school like six times our size? When
in the quad. Whoohoo."
Melissa Wright '06
it comes to other
will not be allowed to atspring weekends,
tend Spam Jam because of
(Like Quinnipiac's
her sophomore status.
crazy drunken May
"I think it's good that
weekend qr SUNY
there's a fun activity for
Albany's Fountain^"
Day) it seems as if
juniors and seniors," said
Wright. "But I wish that
Fairfield's festivities
there was an equivalent for
are severely lacking
in comparison.
underclassmen."
But being a stuHowever, despite the
dent at Fairfield in the
class boundaries, FUSA
spring may not be as
president-elect Paul Duffy
much punishment as
'05 believes that Fairfield's
some people think.
activities have something
Off
campus,
for everybody.
there was the Forgot"The preparation for
ten Path party this past
this week has been very
weekend and the Keg
well planned and looks to
Races the weekend
be a great success," saidbefore. The beach
Duffy. "I think that FUS As
Carleigh Brower/The Mirror
is an added bonus
week events, May Day,
Fairfield University To the point: Although spring festivities at Fairfield are not as extensive as those Spam Jam, Mr. Fairfield
at some other schools, students here have the advantage of going to the beach.
students have.
and Black 47 in the quad
According to
are terrific events. Thus
Lindsay Brown '05, the beach may be a timents.
far in my three years May Day and Spam
reason why there is not one huge fiesta on
"I think it's a great thing to provide Jam have become traditional events for the
campus.
the 21-plus kids with a block party," Bill student body to enjoy."
"Other schools don't have a beach where Armstrong '05 said of Spam Jam. "But
Whether you're a freshman or a gradupeople go to party, so it's different," said the entertainment provided to the under 21 ating senior, this May Day should prove to
Brown. "We have a lot of off campus activ- people lacks a lot. I realize it's hard to please be fun for all that plan on attending.
ity so it's harder to get everyone involved." people that age but the games that they offer
"The events cater to the student's
Back on campus, May Day weekend is are the same things that you would see at a needs," said Duffy. "It is a nice outlet for
slated for this coming weekend. That means grade school carnival."
the students to sit and relax before finals
Spam Jam and kegs up at the townhouses and
Kelly Fitzpatrick '05 agreed.
begin."
BY BRYNNE FORMATTO
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Rock-N-Jock today for Make-A-Wish Foundation
BY KELLY SHEEHAN

Fairfield students, faculty, staff and
alumni will be gathering at noon in the lower
level of the BCC for its fourth annual "RockN-Jock" silent auction, home run derby and
softball game to raise money for the MakeA-Wish Foundation of Connecticut. The
derby and softball game will be starting at
4:00 p.m. at the softball field.
The 100 percent donor-dependent
foundation grants the wishes of children
with life-threatening medical conditions
"to enrich the human experience with
hope, strength, and joy," according to the
foundation's Development Coordinator
Debbie Home.
The "Rock-N-Jock" fundraiser events
allow for the wishes of medically eligible
children in Fairfield County such as "I
want to go to...(e.g. Disney World)", "I
want to meet.. .(e.g. a movie star)", "I want
to be...(e.g. a firefighter)" and "I want to
have.. .(e.g. a puppy). These wishes provide
a respite from long hospitalizations and

treatments, help families build valuable
memories with their children and make
dreams come true.
"Rock-N-Jock" was started in 2001 by
Fairfield graduate assistant and student Chris
Biello. According to participant Erin Fred-

Wishes comes true: Donovan Patton,
the star of the popular kid's series "Blue's
Clues", visits an afflicted child.
ericks '04, he made the event something that
the university's participants look forward to
each year. Biello passed away this year.
"Chris's energy was extraordinary
when he did this event and after he passed

away this spring, a few of us felt it was
necessary to make sure his tradition of
unselfishness, thoughtfulness and extreme
love for helping others should be carried
on," said Fredericks.
"Chris's passing has had a profound impact on me. I feel very strongly to keep his
spirit and memory alive through this," said
Director of Wellness and Prevention Jeanne
DiMuzio. "It will definitely be a tough day
because it is the first event without him."
Fairfield's participants are carrying on
Biello's mission to help those in need by
raising $100 each for Make-A-Wish. Up to
40 people will play on the two teams with
committees that have been collecting donations and items for the silent auction.
"The events have been amazingly successful in the past. They raise awareness,
and there are few events that allow both
faculty and students to organize together
and do something," said DiMuzio.
The events also provide students, faculty, staff and alumni with the opportunity
to give back.
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HE said / SHE said
Eric Walker

Danielle Koziura

Senioritis, two graduates' odes to procrastination
They call it "senioritis", or severe procrastination, putting off your work
to the last minute and then handing
in a half-assed paper with numerous grammatical errors. Most fourth graders could
turn in better work than what most of us
males in our fourth year of college have
been producing this semester.
But senioritis is not limited to only
males in the senior class. With the end of
the semester approaching, and the light at
the end of the tunnel becoming closer, no
guy really wants to spend any more time
than they absolutely have to at the library.
This definitely explains why women do
better in school than we do.
Honestly, at this point in the year teachers must realize that there are so many more
things that we would rather be doing than
plagiarizing a 12 page paper on a topic that
we probably don't care that much about.
For example, instead of spending Tuesday night at the library finishing a paper that
is due on Thursday, I suggest binge drinking
until the wee hours of Wednesday morning.
You'll have a great time, and there's a good
chance that after your sixth drink you won't

care at all that that Philosophy paper is due
in 36 hours.
Think about it, on Tuesday night the
only problem that you had was that you had
a paper due. On Wednesday morning you're
going to have so much more to deal with.
On top of the paper that is now due tomorrow, you have to deal with the repercussions of everything you did the night before.
If you played your cards right, you probably
got in some sort of incident with the police,
broke something that didn't belong to you,
or casually hooked up with a girl that is
reputed to be less than respectable.
Compared with a court date for a misdemeanor alcohol violation, having to pay
$150 to fix your neighbors window, or a
case of the clap, researching Aristotle's
Nicomachean Ethics won't seem that bad.
So the next time you've got two days
left to do something that you've had four
months to do, I say put it off for one more
day. It's not like the extra day is going
to make your paper better anyways, and
besides, there are only four more weeks of
two dollar drink night at the Grape. I expect
perfect attendance out of all of you.
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I'll be the first to admit it, I procrastinate. Every time I hear that little saying
"procrastination is like masturbation,
you're only screwing yourself I just have
to laugh. Since about September I have
gotten by with the bare minimum. Senoritis
has hit me hard.
Procrastination is the key to success in
college. It allows you to learn how to work
well under pressure. Why write a paper
that's due in two days when you can spend
a lovely evening at the bar, or possibly the
Traffic Baron, and then finish the paper a
few hours before it's due?- '•-<■■■
Whether you are a girl or a guy, it
doesn't matter. Nothing ever gets done
during the last few weeks of the semester.
Who am I kidding, nothing has gotten done
at all this semester.
For most Seniors, we are just praying
that we finish with just enough to graduate.
Although just for your reference, if a grade
happens to miss the cut-off you can still walk
and take 4 more exciting classes in the summer—you know, enrich your brains. So any
way you put it, we are all graduating.
Some people already have jobs, some

people are going to graduate school, others are going to enjoy the last summer of
our lives. Why worry about my Capstone
(which actually is almost done), when I can
worry about how much money I am going
to need to bring to the bar tonight?
If you have walked through the library
at any point in the last few weeks I will bet
you $20 that you will see people that A)
you thought had dropped out of school, B)
God knows you would never remember on
a weekend night, or C) don't see because
you yourself never go to class either.
Procrastination is what works—for everyone. It's an adrenaline rush. I have tried
to make a "to-do" list and it ends up being
a coaster for my cocktail. Personally I love
these last few carefree days of our lives.
People who aren't doing things at the
last minute need to ask themselves if they
are having any fun at all. Whether you pull
all nighters—like someone I know—or if
you are up at five to finish your paper for
your 9 a.m., you gotta love the pressure.
Think about it positively, one night of
hell for six nights of heaven, and for most,
heaven is the bar.

Raise a pint for Colin's Pub
BY CHRIS ZEITZ

Thursday night is College Night
2 for 1 bud and 5ud Light bottles ($-\0-?>0 p.m.)
$^ bud pitchers from 10:30 p.m. till closing
$2 House shots ail night
Tuesday night: Acoustic Night with Raleigh Estes of "Hitnotic'
Wednesday night: Open Micwith Tim Sather from "Roamer"
Friday, Saturday and Sunday: Live bands
Happy Hour M-r 5-7 p.m.

2720

FAIRFIELD AVENUE
BLACK ROCK (IN BRIDGEPORT)

333-6278

There are a lot of great bars in the
Fairfield area. Some even have decent food
options, like a good burger at the Grape or
tasty nachos at Skybox's Happy Hour.
But Colin's Pub, located off Commerce
Drive near the movie theaters, is an excellent
dining experience.
The head chef, Ciaran, has been featured on Connecticut's Channel 12 several
times.
There is also regular weekend entertainment, featuring-Irish music and sizeable
crowds.
But The Mirror has decided to spotlight
local bars you may not have heard of yet. So
let's discuss the finely decorated bar section
of this old fashioned Irish pub.
This is not the largest bar in town, not
by far. The bar area contains only about two
dozen stools and the actual bar is perhaps
less than 10 yards in length. But this does
;
-not reflect upon the quality of the bar.
Colin's was one of the first bars in this
area, if not the first, to bring Guinness' new
offering, Smithwick's, to the region.
Smithwick's may be new to America,
but it has been brewed in Ireland for more
than two centuries. It is a very fine ale. It's
motto is one to catch attention: Ireland's
oldest ale.
A featured shot of the bar is something
called an "Irish flag shot." This tasty drink
combines Bailey's, Jameson and something
green to make the flag of Eire.
And though the bar area may be smaller
than most bars in the area, the overall building is large with plenty of seating for both
the bar and restaraunt crowd.

An authentic Irish pub feeling emanates
from all over the bar. Colin is Irish, from the
island of Eire. So is Ciaran and his brother
Paul, who may be coaxed into a demonstration of the perfect pour of Guinness. The
entire staff of Colin's is gregarious and professional and the bar has become the favorite
of more than a few Fairfield students.

Contributed photo

Raise your glasses: Colin's is located at
238 Commerce Drive in Fairfield
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Ethan L. Fry - Editor in Chief
Keith B. Whamond - Managing Editor
Gwen Nolan - Commentary Editor
Eileen Arnold - Assistant Commentary Editor

Cheers and Boos
Cheers to the successful Third Eye Blind concert last
weekend, and the upcoming Black 47 conceit this Saturday.
Although there is no single concert choice that would satisfy
every student here, it is encouraging to see more popular acts
with on campus followings brought to Fairfield to perform.
Hopefully in the future FUS A and other programming entities
here will continue to build upon the progress made this year
by bringing higher caliber performers to Fairfield.
Boos to the confusing and rigid finals schedule at Fairfield.
Every year around this time students share their gripes about
their finals schedule, and with good reason. The Fairfield
system of finals allows little in the way of personalization:
students are given their finals schedule and there is no room for
alteration. Many universities allow students to organize their
finals around their own schedule, thereby giving students as
much or as little study time as needed. It's time for Fairfield
to do something similar.
Cheers to everyone who demonstrated proper restraint at
last week's "Forgotten Path" party. Although many were worried about possible conflict between students and year-round
residents before last Saturday, the students on the beach didn't
get out of hand, year-round residents let cooler heads prevail,
and the police were not overzealous, but made sure things
didn't get out of control. The events of last weekend serve as
a promising harbinger for all those who wish for the past confrontational nature of town-gown relations here to improve.
Boos to FUS A's broken promise to put make student evaluations of classes and professors accessible to students online.
The registration period for students has already passed, and
students have been forced to go another semester without the
valuable input of their peers. FUS A officials promised to havethese evaluations online by the time registration rolled around,
but dropped the ball again on this project. Will we ever be
able to read evaluations before registering? Right now it does
not seem likely.

The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: commentary@fairfieldmirror.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to commentary@fairfieldmirror.com
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain cotrect and factual infotmation.
Please keep lettets to under 350 words.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

Debating the real issues
BY EILEEN ARNOLD

For the past three years I've
had the feeling that there needs
to be more debate on campus at
Fairfield. I'm still
feeling that after
watching the College Republicans
and Democrats debate each other last
Monday.
I
commend
both clubs for attempting to raise
the intellectual discourse of students
by organizing the
debate, but I think
the event fell short
of the advertised
intent of "debating
the issues that really
matter." Debate implies discourse,
analysis and clash. What I saw
were political statements, sound
bites and statistics.
Politics is perhaps the most
debatable subject in the world,
but they should never be debated
as politicians debate. Political
debate is crafted so that the least
amount of clash can occur while
each candidate can still spout off
the statements that their speechwriters created.
Moreover, it is impossible to
debate politics by trying to defend
the views of one politician, which
is what both sides did. While
we're all idealistic college students
it would be better to talk about the
issues as we see them instead of

how politicians see them.
So I recommend to the democrats and republicans to drop
what Kerry and Bush say—it is
not coherent, consistent or reli-

able. Everyone there seemed
intelligent, but stumbled over the
obvious inconsistencies of their
politician. Much more intelligible
arguments could have been made
without quoting the stances of the
candidates.
Another problem that I saw
was that there was not enough
time for people to make well constructed arguments. The format
would start with a question for
one side, a one minute answer
and then a 30-45 second rebuttal.
What substantive contribution
could possibly be made in 30
seconds? Debate should not be
given in sound bites. That is too
superficial a format. The reason
why Americans have no sense of

what's going on is because we're
used to catchy, simplified summations instead of the depth that is
inherent in each issue.
Lastly, there were entirely
too many numbers
and statistics. One
College Republican even said that
"all the numbers
are garbage on
both sides," and I
completely agree.
Since everyone
was quoting politicians during the
debate, I'm going
to quote a sardonic
journalist now:
Benjamin Disraeli
said that "There are
three kinds of lies:
lies, damn lies, and
statistics.' You can get statistics
to support anything you want them
to support. A few are warranted,
but the vast amount that was tossed
around during the debate was useless. No one will remember those
numbers and they are not impressive. They are excess baggage to
sort through in an effort to get to
the contentious issue.
Although it doesn't seem like
it, I'm really glad this debate took
place. I think debate between
these two clubs is a good step
forward in the intellectual milieu
on campus. I'm critical because I
think it needs to be developed. So
republicans and democrats: do it
again, but do it better.
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Senioritis...and intramural Softball
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
MEREDITH CLINTON

cent of life was just showing up. Well, as far
as finals go, you can expect about 55 percent
My topic for this week was senioritis. But I
for just showing up. As seniors, we have been
am so apathetic right now, I can't even write about
in classrooms for a decade and a half—we can
senioritis. So, I'll write about intramural Softball.
probably spin some marvelous bullshit that will
Yet it should be noted that softball can teach us
at least let us walk in late May.
something concerning college life.
The Cheap Shots also hit the ball for power
So, to take a page from those absurd Wachoand average.
via commercials—that compare financial plan"We just hit the ball where they ain't," said
ners to reputable diners —What can intramural
Kevin Bott '04.
softball teach you about the last few days of your
Slugging percentage in intramural softball
senior year?
can be included on most corporate resumes. In
You only need to work hard for a couple
fact, Hays told a story about a recent interview.
of hours. The rest of the time you can sit on a
At the conclusion of the meeting, he leaned in
couch.
with a shifty look in his eye and told one of the
Arguably, there is no better intramural softsuits that he played high school baseball and was
ball team than the Cheap Shots, according to the
currently in a softball league.
Cheap Shots. Therefore, these are the guys to ask
According to Hays, the assistant to the
about the sport of Sunday afternoons.
executive assistant for human resources looked
They play solid defense with a lethal 4-6-3
pleased and casually mentioned a softball league
doubleplay combination, featuring Paul Swartz
that needed some help in the infield.
'04, James Hays '04 and Mike Lesnik '04 reA strong throwing arm, fielding fundamenspectively.
tals and a lively bat can mean big things in the
Lesnik said of Hays: "He will lay out like a snake in corporate world. It is probably more advantageous than an
the sun if that is what the play necessitates."
MBA and second only to being a scratch-golfer on the vice
This shall be our first great lesson;
president's best-ball team.
put it all on the line at least for a few
This is why the majority of the playminutes. Swartz will run on the bases like
ers in the Cheap Shots believe they will
a mad-crazed fiend. He will sacrifice his
find easy employment in Fortune 500
well-being to put a runner in scoring pocompanies. Only Bott has declined this
sition. So, even if you are terribly hungcareer path, deciding instead to join the
Mike Lesnik
Paul Swartz
James Hays
over and did not study for that final, at
Wayne New Jersey fire/police departFIRST BASE
SECOND BASE
SHORTSTOP
FsiffeW iji:iv«s*i'Cr»ap Shots
least go to the test.
ment team as a ringer.
Woody Allen once said that 90 perBY CHRIS ZEITZ

Britney takes a plunge

What do you do to
work out?
Play tennis!

-Luke Kloza '06

99-

Those elliptical thingies.

-Danielle Padilla '06

JJ -

Aerobic tapes- MTV's
"The Grind".

—Janna Fitje '05
5J

BY LAURA PFEIFER

Pop princess Britney Spears did it again with her newest
video "Everytime," or, as I like to call it, "Ode to Justin."
Just as she broke her teen queen mold with her erotic "In
the Zone" video and a lip-lock with Madonna, she is now
shocking the censors with her attempted quasi-suicide. After spending three and a half minutes watching her twisted
view of her life with Justin Timberlake, I almost wished she
actually did drown at the end of her video.
Let me back-track for a minute. We all know that
Britney and Justin split. Justin aired their dirty laundry
with his song of hottie heartache over the split in "Cry Me
a River," and even featured a Britney clone in his video.
Almost a year later, Britney is singing about how she hearts
Justin but cannot get over him and what they shared in their
fantasy romance, and she casts a Justin look alike, without
much success, and proceeds to document her version of
what really went down in the relationship.
So here we have a scantily clad Britney, fighting
with her hot-headed boyfriend, played by a rugged Stephen Dorff, slip into the bathroom and then slip out of her
already barely-there shirt. In the tub, she holds up her wrists,
and to her horror, and supposedly the viewers, her wrists
are slit and she drowns.
Britney then walks through a hospital and sees herself
on the operating table, dying, while she passes a mother and
her newborn daughter. We then see a concerned boyfriend
run to the bathroom, how we never know he even found out
that she was drowning, and saved her, wrists in-tact and a
Crest White Strip smile plastered on her face.
Now, I understand the Kiss seen round the world. I
understand the nudity and the provocative stripper gyrations that she calls dance numbers, but why a role model
for young girls and a sex symbol for the majority of guys
goes and "commits" suicide in her video is beyond me. If
Britney is so infatuated with Justin and regrets the breakup,
document it in a creepy yet classy manner like Justin. Who

Ijust got back from the
gym. Four times a week. I
just go down to the weight
room—-full body twice a
week.
—Scott Degen '07

59

/ work out in the weight
room and I run on the
tradmills and I swim!
wants to see their idol and goddess bleeding in a bathtub?
Honestly, someone should tell Britney that all she had to
do was strip and hop into the bathtub.
But viewers are now left with a bad video directed by
a fabulous photographer, David LaChapelle. We are left
with a horrible voice and no glitz and glam to make us say,
"Okay, Britney must have some talent." We are just left
with Britney Spears, the girl who thinks she is an artist, but
does not realize that any statement that she want to make has
already been made by her idol Madonna ten years earlier.
In fact, Madonna did the video-suicide thing two years ago
with her "What it Feels Like for a Girl" video. She slams
her car at the end of the video into a telephone.
Give it up Britney, it's been done. Maybe she should
be original and accept the offer to pose for Playboy, something the original Material Girl has yet to do. Until then,
TRL viewers and pop radio listeners have to suffer through
generic pop, a nails-on-chalkboard voice and a lackluster
video vision.

—Caitlin Fracchia '07

5?

Richard Simmons four
times a week—he's my
hero!
-Lindsey Ryan '06

??
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Harbor Yard's hidden hockey team
BY ANDREW KILLION

Most students know that the Arena at
Harbor Yard attracts forms of entertainment
besides Fairfield basketball, but most students aren't aware that it's also the home to
a minor league hockey team, the Bridgeport
Sound Tigers.
"I didn't know there was a minor
league hockey team that plays at Harbor
Yard," said Tom Grodzki '05.
Other students have heard of them but
aren't sure what they are all about.
"Yeah I've heard of them," said Colleen
Cullen '05. "What are they? Hockey?"
The Sound Tigers are a member of the
American Hockey League (AHL) and are
the top affiliate of the New York Islanders.
In only their third season, the Sound
Tigers finished 41 -23-12 with four overtime
losses.
They recently lost to the Wilkes Barre/
Scranton Penguins in game seven of the East
Division Semifinal playoffs. Bridgeport did
lead 3-1 in the series, but the Penguins came
back to defeat Bridgeport in three games.
The director of communications and
radio broadcaster for the Sound Tigers,
Bill McLaughlin, feels that the team will
become more popular in time.
"The product is still being exposed,"
said McLaughlin. "It's a chance to see

major league hockey entertainment at a
cheap price."
The AHL is the "premier develepmental
source for all 30 National Hockey League
teams," wrote NHL president and CEO,
David Andrews in a letter to fans.
In the 2002-03 season, 78 percent of
all NHL players were AHL graduates, and
385 players logged playing time in both
leagues.
Current goaltender for the New York

ATHENA

DINER - RESTAURANT

Islanders, Rick DiPietro, spent two seasons
with Bridgeport before he was called up to
the pros. DiPietro holds 10 Bridgeport
goaltending records, including a .924 save
percentage and most wins with 30.
Other former Sound Tigers have moved
into the NHL full-time such as Trent Hunter
(Islanders), Jason Krog (Anaheim Mighty
Ducks), Ted Donatao (Boston Bruins), and
Juraj Kolnik (Florida Panthers).

Baseball's
offense
lacking pop
■ CONTINUED FROM P.16
Slosar noted that the offense has been
struggling. His big guns, three and four
hitters Doug Anderson'06 and Antuan
Barnett'04 were hitting just .265 and .241
respectively - something Slosar says needs
to improve if the Stags want to qualify for
post-season play.
"That's certainly been the missing element," said Slosar.
With such a lack of pop, the Stags have
resorted to playing a lot of small ball. In
that respect, Jim Girolamo '06 has been a
key contributor. As of Wednesday he was
hitting a team high .291 and also contributed
two of the team's most exciting plays over
the last two weeks.
On April 8 against Rider he laid down
a game-tying safety squeeze bunt, and he
stole home on Saturday. His gritty play and
consistent hitting have earned him the leadoff spot, with speedster Nick Hudyma'04
hitting second.
Today the Stags host inter-conference
rival Stoney Brook. It is the last MAAC
game of the season.
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Student Special
10% off with
your Stag Card
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Fresh Seafood o Steaks
Chops o Cocktails
Wines o Beer

"one of America's ten best hot dog joints"
USA TODAY

BEST

Best Hot Dog 2002 -The Mirror

Thanks for voting
us best diner!
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Student Special
15% off with Stag Card
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2000, 2001, 2002 -The Mirror

3350 Post Road
Southport, CT 06890
(203) 259-0603
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Open 24 Hours, 7 Days
All major credit cards accepted
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Women's tennis wins tournament championship
BY KRISTINE LYNCH

The women's tennis team alleviated
Fairfield University of its Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference title drought last Sunday at the USTA National Tennis Center in
Flushing Meadows, N.Y. as they dropped
Niagara 4-3 in the championship match.
It has been three years since a MAAC
tournament trophy has been placed in the
display case in Fairfield's athletic center.
The last team to take home a MAAC
title was women's volleyball in the fall of
2001.
The tennis team was seeded third going into the tournament and upset second
seeded Marist in the semi-finals and top
seeded Niagara in the finals. Niagara was
also ranked 70th nationally the week before
the tournament. This was the first time in
the history of the tournament that non-top
seeded teams won the men's and women's
championships.
After eight long hours due to rain
delays, the Stags triumphed as sophomore
Meghan Stauffer's No. 5 singles victory
broke the 3-3 tie. Stauffer was the lone Stag
playing on the court while the rest of her
team watched from a small window above
the court. Niagara's Kendra Daigler hit the
final ball long, giving Stauffer the third set
win, 6-2, and Fairfield the title.
"We couldn't get to the court fast
enough," said co-captain Erin Reeves '04.
The team sprinted down the flight of stairs
after witnessing the dramatic match conclude and rushed the court in celebration.
"I was immediately overwhelmed,"
said coach Jeffery T. Wyshner. This was
his third trip to the finals in his coaching
career, once with Manhattan in 2001 and
once with Fairfield in 2002, but his first time
winning. Wyshner was also named MAAC
coach of the year.
Fairfield led the match from the beginning as they swept the doubles point. All

They are the champions: Left to right: Lindsay Pease, Tiffany Marsocci, Christina Chacharone, Andrea Suriano, Alix Reynolds, Erin Reeves, Annie Mullowney,Diana Webb, Taylor Barvoets, Michelle Geller, Jeff Wyshner (coach) and Megan Stauffer.
three doubles matches ended 8-6. Diana
Webb was shut out at the No. 1 single's
match 6-0, 6-0. Freshman Taylor Barvoets
took home a clutch No. 2 single's victory, 63,6-1, over Niagara's Miriam Al-Shikarchy.
Al-Shikarchy, a junior, hadn't lost a league
match in her entire college career.
Reeves dropped her No. 4 singles as
did fellow classmate Annie Mullowney.
Andrea Suriano, however, was the standout
senior of the entire weekend. She won all

six of her tournament matches including her
comeback championship victory, 7-1, 1-6,
6-4, at the No. 3 singles slot.
"99 out of 100 times, momentum wise,
Andrea was not supposed to win that match,"
said Wyshner in reference to her 1-6 second
set loss. Suriano's gave Fairfield a 3-2 lead
with Mullowney and Stauffer still playing.
The match gave Fairfield it's sixth
MAAC championship title for women's
tennis. Fairfield tennis dominated the

Pitching staff keeping baseball on task
BY BEN DOODY

For the most part, this year's freshmen baseball players have served solely
as practice players. That is not the case
however, with Ed Kamitzky.
In the first game of last Saturday's
doubleheader at MAAC powerhouse Niagara, Tom Maisano'04 pitched himself into
a tie for third place on the school's all-time
strikeout list, but he didn't pitch his team
all the way to a victory. Kamitzky relieved
Maisano and pitched 2.1 scoreless innings.
He yielded just one hit, struck out three

and walked none to pick
up his fourth victory of
the season. Kamitsky is
yet to lose a collegiate
decision.
The single earned
run he gave up in the
seventh inning of
Sunday's 4-2 loss in
SLOSAR
the series finale against
Niagara was the first he
yielded in 6.1 innings, vaulting him to a
spot on the league-leader board. He leads
the team in ERA (2.53) and opponents'

batting average (.177).
"Without a doubt, he's emerged as a
very valuable part of this staff," said coach
John Slosar. "He's been very consistent."
After quality performances last
weekend by Tim Dugan'05, the winning pitcher in Saturday's second game,
and Matt Young'04, who was the tough
luck loser in Sunday's 4-2 loss, the staffs
season ERA was 4.82 at the close of the
weekend.
SEE "BASEBALL'S" ON P. 14

MAAC in the 90s, as it won in '92,'93,'95,
'96 and '97.
"This is a return to the top for Fairfield
tennis," said Wyshner. "This year was a
culmination of three years of hard work.
We don't have the stud of foreign players
or the scholarship money, so we have to
work hard."
Fairfield earned an automatic bid to
the NCAA tournament and will find out the
opponent on Wednesday, May 5.

• MAAC TOURNEY TALK
•

•
Here's an early look at the MAAC
•Tournament picture. The top four teams
• in the league qualify for the tournament,
•which will be held May 27-29 at Marist
•College. The Stags are 7-8 in the MAAC
•and find themselves, along with several
•other teams, in the hunt for a bid. With the
• conclusion of Sunday's games, they were
•just one game behind Manhattan (7-6) for
• the fourth and final spot. Every team other
• than Canisius and St. Peter's (both 2-13)
• still has a shot at the tournament. Pre• season favorite and defending champion
• LeMoyne (14-1) leads the league, and are
• followed by Marist (11-4) and Niagara (9• 4) as the early frontrunners.

